
Ørestad skating club is looking for  coaches and substitutes

Ørestad Skøjteklub (ØSK) 
Hannemanns Allé 14A 

2300 København www.øsk.dk

Ørestad Skøjteklub is looking for an experienced figure skating coach.
We are one of Denmark's largest clubs despite the club's young age (and offer both solo running and solo dancing to our runners.

For the full-time position, the following applies:
We are looking for a skilled teacher who is technically strong and manages to teach pedagogically at all levels. Part of your area of   

responsibility will be to look after our competitions skaters and participate in competitions.

For the part-time position, the following applies:
You must min. be at K2 level and have good pedagogical skills. You must manage to make the club's children and young people feel

safe and give them courage to do more.
In collaboration with the club's coaching team, you will have to go to  competitions during the season.

Common to all positions:
You will have to be part of our coaching team and, in collaboration with the other coaches, take part in the organisation,

implementation and evaluation of both ice training and off-ice training, just as we expect you to contribute to creating a good and
pleasant culture in the club.

Our expectations of you
It is important that you:

·Has a friendly and welcoming personality.
·Can have a constructive dialogue with all runners regardless of level, as well as their parents in Danish, Swedish, Norwegian or English.

·Want to learn Danish
·Is motivated by developing the skills of all runners, regardless of level. 

·You manage to see all our runners on the teams and give both verbal explanations and show how feedback to the individual runner.
·Has knowledge on the rules figure skating, or can introduce you self to it at the start. 

·Participates as a coch in competitions with the runners on several weekends during the season.
·Participate in our annual events and activities.

·Work well with the club's board.

What do we offer?
We offer a good well paid job of 37 hours, or a part time job in a relatively new skating club, which is still developing, and where the

most important focal point is the joy of skating, and focus on team spirit and social relations across levels and teams.
At ØSK, we value good teamwork, and have a democratic structure, which means that we value all runners, regardless of level, equally.
The same applies to our coaching team, where all coaches across areas of responsibility have the same opportunity to offer input for

activities and training in the club.
We attach great importance to the education of all our coaches, and you will have much opportunity to develop yourself and help shape

our club.
The position/positions are to be filled as of 1.1.24 or as soon as possible thereafter. The position is currently limited to 1.1.25, but with

the possibility of extension.
Read more about ØSK on our website https://www.oesk-kbh.dk

About ØSK
Ørestad is a new club from 2018. We are located close to metro station and highway. We have modern and very nice facilities. Despite

the clubs young age, we are a club that already has over 200 members. We are an ambitious club, which in time expects to have
runners in competitions at all levels.

In ØSK there is room for everyone who wants to learn to skate, regardless of whether you are 3 or 99 years old.
Inn ØSK we prioritize that every member is part of a community where runners support each other (so does the parents) and see

themselves as part of a team and a club where everyone is equal and everyone contributes to the good community and to lifting the
club.

Do you want to know more about the position?
If you would like further information, you are welcome to contact our chairman Siri Madsen at Formand@oesk-kbh.dk

Application deadline
Application with CV and any references should be sent to the above email address.

We look forward to receiving your application as soon as possible and invite candidates for interviews on an ongoing basis.


